Hobart Baha’i Centre Auditorium | 7:30pm Friday 20th February
Burnie Regional Gallery | 2pm Saturday 21st February
Melbourne fortyfivedownstairs | 6:30pm Monday 23rd February
Sydney Utzon Room | 3pm & 6pm Saturday 28th February
Newcastle Museum | 3pm Sunday 1st March

Broken
Consorts
Ensemble Offspring
Ironwood

Program
Matthew Locke | Consort of Fower Parts (ca.1661)
Felicity Wilcox | Uncovered Ground (2015)
(World premiere)
Matthew Locke | Suite from the Tempest (1674)
Damien Ricketson | Trace Elements (2003)
William Lawes | Consorts in Six Parts (ca.1630’s)
Mary Finsterer | Silva (2013)

Performers
Lamorna Nightingale | flute
Jason Noble | clarinet
Zubin Kanga | piano
Claire Edwardes | percussion
Julia Fredersdorff | violin
Veronique Serret | violin
Nicole Forsyth | viola
Daniel Yeadon | cello

Unconventional notation from Ricketson’s Trace Elements

About the concert
In the early music lexicon, a ‘broken consort’
is an ensemble made up of instruments from
more than one family (in contrast to a ‘whole
consort’ made up of a homogenous grouping).
In Ensemble Offspring and Ironwood’s,
Broken Consorts, we not only present a
colourful mix of instruments but a thoroughly
mixed marriage of musical periods.
At first glance, a group of early and new music
specialists may seem like unlikely bedfellows.
However, Ensemble Offspring and Ironwood
have a lot in common. Their core repertoire
often may be separated by several centuries,
however, both ensembles are kindred spirits
when it comes to their mutual sense of musical
enquiry and their desire to present music in
fresh and insightful ways. Indeed, several of
the musicians involved in this project, such
as Nicole Forsyth and Veronique Serret, have
appeared in each others ranks before, slipping
seamlessly between historically informed and
radically modern performance techniques.
The historical component of the program
is made up of English works from the early
Baroque.
Active in the early 17th century, William
Lawes became a musician to Charles I
before being killed in the English civil wars.
His music is considered a continuation of
the ‘fantasy’ composers of the Jacobean era.
His contrapuntal instrumental works, such as
the Consort in Six Parts, are noted for their
daring and dissonant harmonic innovations.
The influence of Lawes can also be heard in
works such as the Consort of Fower Parts by
Matthew Locke. Composer to Charles II, Locke
wrote music for several theatrical productions

including Shadwell’s version of The Tempest
(1674) from which this suite is drawn and
includes the first known use of dynamics and
string tremolos in English music.
Ensemble Offspring and Ironwood have
embraced the notational ambiguity of these
early works to present them in a variety of ways
ranging from a historically informed quartet
to a rather fanciful scoring for percussion and
prepared piano.
In trying to imagine a music of the future,
composers have often turned to the past for
inspiration. This tendency is clearly apparent in
the three modern works in this program.
Uncovered Ground by Felicity Wilcox is a
premiere work commissioned by Ensemble
Offspring and Ironwood especially for this
program. Wilcox likens the work to a chipped
painted wall that partially reveals a forgotten
mural. Using both old and modern instruments
and featuring structural devices such as a
ground, links to the past permeate the work.
The composer writes: “I have been concerned
to somehow create a dialogue between
early and new music. I have thus chosen a
musical language that is richly ornamental
and harmonically familiar, alternating between
fanfare and intimate stillness, in the vein of
Baroque repertoire, yet casting these elements
in unexpected ways, in the vein of new music.”
My own works have often been inspired
by lost and forgotten musical traditions.
Commissioned by the Warsaw Autumn festival,
Trace Elements began in response to a
description of ‘unidentified genres’ in an ancient
manuscript, the Cracow Lute Tablature. That a
musical form can so easily exit our communal

knowledge and the fact that tablature notation
doesn’t tell us how music actually sounds
(only the physical actions required to play it)
led me to choose a speculative approach
to notation. Trace Elements is written in an
invented tablature that theoretically can be
performed by any two wind and any two string
instruments. Depending on the ensemble
used, sonic characteristics such as pitch and
instrumental colour will be different from
performance to performance, however, the
underlying gestural identity remains constant.
Silva, by Australian composer Mary Finsterer
derives from the Latin, meaning “forest”
and was originally composed for Ensemble
Offspring featuring Claire Edwardes on
percussion. The two-part work plays on the
idea of memory with recurring thematic
fragments from Tallis’s Spem in alium and
Schubert’s Death and the Maiden. The
influence of Renaissance harmony can be
heard clearly in the opening section that
floats ambiguously between major and minor
tonalities.
At most venues on this tour, Broken Consorts will
be performed ‘in the round’ with the audience
intimately surrounding the audience on all sides:
a configuration that was common in early music
and has been making its own Renaissance in
modern chamber music performances today.
For further information on the performers
and works in the program, please
visit ensembleoffspring.com and
ironwoodchamberensemble.com
—Damien Ricketson
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Upcoming:

Surface Tension
with Aventa Ensemble (Canada)
& Kupka’s Piano (Brisbane)
Paddington Uniting Church, Sydney
7pm Tuesday 3rd March

Mozart: Stolen Beauties
with with Anneke Scott, natural horn
Newcastle, Glenbrook,
Sydney & Melbourne
1st–4th May

www.ensembleoffspring.com

www.ironwoodchamberensemble.com

